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Reference Parish Postcode 
Response Preferred 

Alternative Comments 

AEMBDPVX Over CB24 5PP NO C   

AGAXWNKY Willingham CB24 5JT YES B   

AGKNGDTG Willingham CB24 5HF YES A The change would bring properties which are much closer to Willingham 
village than Over village into the Willingham community. 
This would simplify postal and other deliveries as some of the addresses 
are currently Over and carriers can't find them. 
Planning applications within the area concerned, are under Over and this 
gives Over Parish council more say in decisions than Willingham Council 
although  Willingham is more effected. As most of the land within the area 
of the proposed change is owned by residents of Willingham these people 
should be given a greater say in the change. 

AJFDFSAP Over CB24 5PG YES B   

AJNLVVTH Over CB24 5NS NO C   

AKRJIXVM Willingham CB24 5HY YES B   

ALJFWXJJ Willingham CB24 5JQ YES B It is clear to me that the boundary should be moved. Can both councils 
also agree on adding a footpath or cycle path between the villages 

ANYZMLCK Over CB24 5TZ NO C   

AOAELTIL Over CB24 5NE NO C This is a historic boundary of long standing and should not be changed, 
simply for the convenience of one disgruntled trader. 

ARVHEXQL Over CB24 5NQ YES B   

AWAEFLLG Willingham CB24 5JB YES B   

AXNFURLB Over CB24 5QB YES A   
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AZDJCYPU Over CB24 5PD YES A   

BADFIXQL Willingham CB24 5JQ YES B The present boundary separates neighbours one being in Willingham and 
the other being in Over. I am sure most people presume that Highgate 
farm and the small units around are in Willingham when in fact they are in 
Over although there is no natural demarkation line. If the boundary were 
moved to the proposed blue line this would create a much more natural 
end to one village and start of another. 

BAMWRARR Over CB24 5AA YES B   

BFCCYKBA Willingham CB24 5HT YES A Either A or B would improve the governance hugely but A might be more 
acceptable to Over 

BFVYJMIT Over CB24 5PL NO C It's a waste of money, the whole exercise. Almost anything in the budgets 
these days is a much higher priority. 

BIGJKJUG Willingham CB24 5JG NO C   

BJGMZCRW Over CB24 5QA YES A   

BKIEQOXP Over CB24 5PX NO C   

BMZJKLAL Willingham CB23 5GX YES B This isn't a discussion I've taken part in 
thus far, but looking at the map the blue line seems to be roughly equal 
between the two. Willingham also looks to be a larger village than Over is, 
but oddly Over protrudes into 
Willingham itself. The map showing Over's boundary to be practically in 
Willingham's main street is a surprise to me. 

BOFILZIG Over CB24 5EU YES A Having the boundary moved would give Willingham residents a better say 
about what happens at the Willingham end of Over Road for which they 
are much more effected by than the residents in Over. 
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BSHFLRMG Over CB24 5PZ NO C I cannot see how changing the existing boundary will improve community 
engagement, give better local democracy or a more effective and 
convenient delivery of local services. 

CDXCDKDQ Over CB24 5PL NO C However it would have been good to see the full proposed justification for 
this change on the website - rather than just a map. 

CIODNMXA Willingham CB24 5GD YES B   

CSQAZRUT Willingham CB24 5GX YES B   

CUJSVXCS Willingham CB24 5JF YES A Willingham village has gradually expanded on its South West edge so 
that properties, homes and businesses 
are now in Over Parish. This leads to 
decisions made by Over Parish Council 
effecting Willingham. There are also 
problems of the delivery of goods and 
services going to the incorrect village and having to be redirected. If the 
boundary was changed these problems would be resolved. Most of the 
public probably do not realise when visiting home and businesses beyond 
the current boundary that they are not in Willingham. A change to the 
boundary would make for a much 
more defined demarcation between the two parishes. 

CVWXNEXF Over CB24 5PZ NO C   

CVZYXLJV Over CB24 5TY NO -   

CWTUYILS Over CB24 5NE NO C strongly object to the boundary established in 1618 being moved. The 
present boundary is clear and exact -those proposed are not 

CYOCPOMF Over  CB24 5ND NO C There is no reason to change the boundary. It is a cynical attempt to to 
overcome planning and building guidelines. There are no obvious benefits 
to overcome these guidelines. 

DDSSOBLH Willingham CB24 5HG YES B   
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DELDUCSK Over  CB24 5PY YES B   

DJLEMYHX Over CB24 5PZ NO C I cannot understand what the benefits would be to the parish of Over, in 
particular those residents directly affected, if there was a redefined 
boundary. The existing boundary is ancient and has sufficed well for 
several hundred years and continues to do so. Why make our parish 
smaller? I think this is a waste of council time, energy and money even 
thinking about it. 

DLUTQAFY Willingham CB24 5LH YES B This is the best option but should 
continue strait to the busway. 

DMWKHNKR Over CB24 5NE NO C I see no reason why the long standing 
boundary should be changed. I think the boundary should remain where it 
is. 

DNMLGZLB Willingham CB24 5JD YES A   

DONSJICT Over CB24 5AA YES B   

DQFDQWRE Over CB24 5PU NO A Born in the village of Over and having lived here for in excess of 64 years 
I am very proud of my village and it's history. The residents and traders of 
the affected areas knew the situation when they moved in and 
commenced trading. I feel that the boundaries stand. If it does have to 
change I would propose that it skirt Highgate using the green route until 
the Over-Willingham 
road and then along said road to join up with the existing boundary. 

DTWXOORZ Over CB24 5PF NO -   

DUIHZQVI Willingham CB24 5LH YES B   

DWQDZKKL Willingham CB24 5UT YES A   

EFOSWVFI Over CB24 5PZ NO C The boundary is historic and should not be changed to grab land from 
Over. 

EJOBGZWC Over CB24 5NE YES A   

EQMOUKBD Over CB24 5PL YES B   
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FBFLRYIY Over CB24 5EU YES B Our business is on the site of Highgate Farm and we consider ourselves 
as part of Willingham although because of the current boundary line 
officially we are in Over. The location gives the assumption we are in 
Willingham but because of the boundary we have problems with 
deliveries and postwhich is detrimental to our local business. The 
community of the village of Willingham considers us to be a small 
business in their village and moving the boundary would ensure this is the 
case. 

FBYCBGDQ Over CB24 5UB YES A   

FGBMFDGN Willingham CB24 5HB YES A 1. Deliveries sometimes go to Normal 
Way 
2. As we are much closer to 
Willingham than Over we should be in 
Willingham Parish 
3.We have far more response from 
Willingham Parish Council 

FHLIKZLQ Willingham CB24 5HY YES B 
 

The pathway to the farm shop, café and gym is non existent. This area is 
much closer to Willingham and should be maintained by Willingham 
council and so boundary should change. 

FJIYBFPM Over CB24 5PY YES A I feel strongly this should be reviewed for a number of reasons. Most 
residents of over and Willingham think this area is in Willingham already 
as it sits right next door to Willingham but a few miles from over. 
Willingham does not have an industrial area and if the boundary were 
moved this would put a number of businesss in Willingham in a good 
location over is already well served by over industrial site. The businesss 
next door to Willingham have had a number of issues which 
telecommunications and delivery as people get confused and don't realise 
it's actually over not Willingham. 
Moving this boundary will not affect any residents other than those within 
this proposed change but will make life and running their business easier 
and we should be supporting small business and help them and by 
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moving this boundary I believe it will assist these small businesses. 

FLQWKUHI Over CB24 5QD NO -   

FNTKFLCL Willingham CB24 5EZ YES B   

FPIJWDRW Willingham CB24 5HB YES A   

FREHXQDG Over CB24 5AA YES B   

FRFKQQRF Over CB24 5UB NO C I do not think a historic boundary should be moved for no good reason 

FUAZLJLE Over CB24 5NB NO C Historically the boundary has been this way for many years - I honestly 
don't understand why this is a priority requiring attention of any paid 
resource of personnel. 

FVJTPJPG Over CB24 5NQ NO A   

GAUNWHQR Willingham CB24 5HG YES A   

GTXWGOMQ Over  CB24 5EU NO A I don't know enough about what the implications for the boundary 
changes would be. For example the possibility for [REDACTED] to get 
through planning applications for more housing on the edge of the village 
and potential changes of Council tax etc. People need to have more 
information to make an informed decision and you haven't given any as 
far as I can see. 

GXGPOXTC Willingham CB24 5JJ YES B Represents better the current status of 
property and land. 

GZUPIDEI Over CB24 5ND NO C If we move the boundary line, will we get some of Willingham land? Also, 
when will this end. What if Longstanton, Swavesey etc want to start 
moving the boundary. There won't be much left of Over. As for 
business at Willingham, it is known as 
Willingham. Any planning is gone through Over and Willingham Parish 
councils. I say leave things alone that don't need moving. 
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HFDPXWEJ Over CB24 5PZ NO C I feel that as the boundary has been set for so many years without a 
problem why change something that does not need changing for any real 
legitimate reason. I do not feel it should be done to suit the convenience 
of an individual. 

HGBSATCS Over CB24 5PJ NO C Can't see point in wasting valuable District Council time in making such 
an amendment which affects so few people and has minimal financial 
benefit to anyone. 

HPXOJNPZ Willingham CB24 5JU YES B   

HQXQZDIR Willingham CB24 5JD YES B   

HRDVDMMA Over CB24 5PY NO A   

HRWPOCEY Willingham CB24 5JG YES A The boundary should reflect the end of 
Willingham, and inside the green line is undoubtedly a part of Willingham 

HRZHVBPS Willingham CB24 5LA YES B The boundary should be changed sothat Willingham has a say in what 
happens to land that is adjacent to properties within the boundary rather 
than Over which has open fields separating it. Those properties are 
thought of as being in Willingham notOver. 

HUKLGAUY Over CB24 5PZ NO C   

HWVUTLFJ Over CB24 5HA NO C We have lived on the boundary for 
many years without any problems and we don't understand the rationale 
for this proposal, in fact there is not one that I can see published in this 
review. On the face of it it seems that this is being proposed to benefit two 
of the most wealthy business men in the two villages. 

HZDPKWKG Over CB24 5PF NO C The Council has a duty of care to the whole community and changing the 
boundary will make no difference to the general population only to those 
who are affected & will take away funding from other areas. To date I 
have not seen a justified reason for 
changing the boundary that would bring a benefit to the community. 
Surely as we see more cut backs in spending the Council must ask “what 
value” does this give to the 
community.? Thank you. 
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IDVKUNHG Willingham CB24 5HZ YES B   

IHWCQTES Over CB24 5QB YES A The change makes a lot of sense. If 
you try and describe the farm shop as 
being in over people are confused by 
it. Villages tend to grow with time 
boundaries need to grow with them. 

INMJQDCM Willingham CB24 5ES YES B The Blue line proposal is the boundary 
line for postal deliveries between the 
two villages. 

INMZUJLH Willingham CB24 5JF YES A   

IPOBHPHG Over CB24 5PY NO C The proposed change is unnecessary and has no benefits for the 
community as a whole. 

IUSEELIQ Over CB24 5AA YES A   

JBQCTBRC Willingham CB24 5GD YES A   

JDARIVBH Over CB24 5EU YES A My husband and I own [REDACTED] and also run other businesses from 
home . We have lived here for over twenty years and our postal address 
has always been Over Road Willingham not Willingham Road Over. We 
have always considered that we live in Willingham, even our telephone 
number is under Willingham.It would make life much easier if the 
boundary was reorganised as it is confusing for delivery drivers when they 
are trying to find us, most days we have to direct them to us. 

JFCKRKGL Over CB24 5PH NO C   

JHSXXPIN Willingham CB24 5HG YES A The householders concerned should be the ones making the decision; 
their lives would be made easier if they were included within Willingham 
parish and as they have stated this is what they want the boundary should 
be moved to accommodate their wishes. 
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JIQMNXNW Over CB24 5PG NO C   

JMPSOMCA Willingham CB24 5JG YES A   

JMVWHJTV Willingham CB24 5JB YES B   

JRSMDVFM Willingham CB24 5GX YES A   

JSHHAMOX Over CB24 5EU YES A   

KBLXFBWX Willingham CB24 5HF YES B   

KDFQAJNLR Willingham CB24 5JT YES A This seems like a logical adjustment to the boundary, given that the 
buildings are effectively part of Willingham already and Over is a couple 
of miles away with only fields in between. 

KDLLRICR Willingham CB24 5UX YES B   

KEYMFJFG Over CB24 5ND NO C   

KGVHEXIC Willingham CB24 5ES YES A   

KJDGHJZP Over CB24 5QA NO C I was born in Willingham and worked on farms and I lived in Haydon way 
for nearly 18 years and there was never any talk of moving boundaries 
these boundaries have been around for years I cannot see any sense in 
moving them .Looking at the maps there only a few small farms outside 
the exiting boundaries. It seems there is another reason for getting these 
boundaries moved. It looks as if there may be reason of planning 
permission form Highgate farm if it was under Willingham council rather 
than Over there is no sense in moving just for these reasons. 

KRZZWGOK Willingham CB24 5HF YES A It makes sense for those properties/ businesses be within the boundary of 
Willingham, as they have always been regarded as 'being in Willingham'. 
Things have changed since the 1600's and it makes no sense that these 
are regarded as being in Over. 

KUNVPEEL Over CB24 5PH NO C   
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KXAJPLNU Over CB24 5TX NO C Unnecessary waste of council taxpayers' money that if allowed through 
would set a precedent for trivial changes and encourage further waste of 
the same nature. 

KXRWMXQG Willingham CB24 5JT YES A   

KYEHBNOZ Willingham CB24 5UX YES A   

KZCKYLEB Over CB24 5AE YES A   

LAMIECUY Over CB24 5NQ YES A   

LCQGGZHJ Over CB24 5PL YES B   

LCXCTVWV Over CB24 5EU NO C There is no need to change the current boundary unless land owners 
near the boundary would rather fall under Willingham Parish Council 
which is more lenient  egarding sale of land to housing developers. 

LJQAXNTI Willingham CB24 5HG YES B   

LKCLBXWQ Willingham CB24 5HG YES A We are strongly in FAVOUR of moving the boundary so that the land 
West of Haden Way and it's continuation should be brought INTO the 
Parish of Willingham. The ILLOGIC of the current boundary was 
highlighted back in February /May 2014, when there was an Application to 
create a Gypsy site in a field on the West, the 'Over side' of that Haden 
Way extension. That Application drew attention to the fact that the site 
was /is in the Parish of Over, BUT that it would be residents and others in 
the Parish of Willingham that would be affected.All of the objections / 
objectors were made by or on behalf of Willingham residents or owners. If 
you read between the lines of the Planning Inspector's reasons for 
rejecting this application, you will quickly see the Illogic of the applicant 
site being in Over, and the LOGIC of moving the boundary to bring it IN 
TO that of Willingham. 

LLXJEIBD Over CB24 5PD NO C This boundary has remained in place for 100's of years and should not be 
changed 
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LNIMKXEW Willingham CB24 5HB YES B The business close to Willingham would be better served if they are in the 
Willingham Parish Boundary. If the boundary is change the Willingham 
Parish Council could be then able to move the 30mph speed limit close to 
the new boundary. 

LOPSZGMZ Willingham CB24 5HT YES B The current boundary was drawn 400 years ago. Then ordinary people 
had no vote and no voice. In 2017 we do. To maintain the current 
boundary puts the opinions of a historical group ahead of the people 
directly affected and continues to deny them their 
democratic rights. Those at the edge of the village should be allowed to 
take part in the full local democratic process in Willingham. Having the 
village unified under WPC will make representing them more effective 
when discussing whole village issues. The blue line separates the two 
villages and  places a green boundary between them. 

LRHDRFLQ Willingham CB24 5HG YES A The present boundary is out of date and should be changed. Either 
suggestion is valid but the green line means a smaller area of land 
changes parish. The main focus should be on the effect of the existing on 
the lives of the people living there and the improvement that the change 
would bring. 

LTZDYCYE Willingham CB24 5JU YES B Alternative A would also make much more sense than the existing 
boundary, which no longer reflects the true extent of Willingham 

LYOYOTBA Willingham CB24 5AH YES B   

LYWWJUSX Willingham CB24 5JT YES A   

MGFKGFZQ Over CB24 5PD NO C The current boundary is historic and clear. The change is very small, 
complicates  electoral arrangements and wouldn't  improve local services. 
It would create an unwelcome precedent for minor boundary 
adjustments almost anywhere. 

MIZIMPCC Over CB24 5PY NO C   

MMCLUASD Over CB24 5PT YES A   
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MNFNERBJ Willingham CB24 5JE YES B I think the second proposal is best but 
either seem better than the current 
boundary. 

MPWTBVRY Over CB24 5PX NO C There is no reason whatsoever to change the boundary which has 
existed, quite satisfactory, for over 400 years. 

MROFIMKD Willingham CB24 5HB YES A   

MUNNLCFM Willingham CB24 5HS YES B   

MYALVHQI Willingham CB24 5HS YES B   

MYDBXAKX Over CB24 5NQ YES B I live in Over but see that in the 21st century this looks like the sensible 
boundary. I have been increasingly annoyed by the stance of Over Parish 
Council who think that because it was set in 1618 it should stay the same. 
That is not a good enough argument any more. 

NBOHNFGJ Willingham CB24 5JT YES A It makes sense to have all of Haden Way and the Highgate Farmshop 
classed as Willingham to avoid confusion for locals and delivery drivers. 

NDWQAHZF Over CB24 5PD NO A   

NFWSQSTW Over CB24 5PZ YES B Whatever boundary is chosen, homes 
in the area should be consulted and 
listened to. 

NJPNMUND Over CB24 5NG NO C   

NMLDKNXG Willingham CB24 5HT YES A   

NRFRHSEU Willingham CB24 5HT YES B   

NSJPUTGZ Over CB24 5NF YES B   

NVEGDPYT Over CB24 5PE NO C I can see no positive reason for the proposed change. There has already 
been a waste of public money getting this far. I suggest that there be no 
further waste and the proposers of this change devote their energies to 
more useful pastimes. 
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OASTXXHO Preston PR2 8BQ YES A As trustees of the Highgate Country Stores Limited Executive Pension 
Scheme we hold a significant investment in Industrial, Retail, Office 
buildings and land within the above Parish. It has been, for some time, a 
concern to us that our tenants have been having difficulty with the 
practical issues of running their businesses at this site. Deliveries have 
been sent to the wrong place, telephone and internet provision has been 
difficult to arrange because of confusion with the location. Being situated 
in Willingham and yet having an address within Over.This situation could 
quite easily be resolved for all these businesses with 
this boundary change. 

OCFCEXPL Willingham CB24 5JP YES A   

OFGEZPOY Willingham CB24 5HY YES B   

OFNKOZWB Over CB24 5NR NO C The boundary has remained unaltered for 400 years and there is no good 
reason to alter it now. There is no evidence adduced that vehicles are 
unable to find the Highgate Farm premises. I believe that the Willingham 
boundary goes as far north as Earith Bridge. If the Willingham Parish 
Council are so serious about tidying the boundaries, why have they not 
suggested the transfer of the properties at Earith 
Bridge to Earith Parish Council? It is my belief that the plan attached to 
this survey is incorrect, so perhaps this whole survey is flawed. Anyone 
who wishes me to expand on this point, please contact me. 

OIJGNCBR Over CB24 5NQ NO C   

OJMWVWCS Willingham CB23 5JT YES B   

OPMCXNRZ Over CB24 5EU YES A The address above is the one we use on a daily basis. The letter you sent 
us uses a different address. This is confusing to start with. So this causes 
problems with delivery of mail & parcels. 

OZAPXDAC Over CB24 5AA YES B   

PKAQVBLX Willingham CB24 5LD YES B   
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POS013 Over CB24 5EU YES A I would like to add that having a business on Highgate Farm, that some of 
my customers have commented that the address makes it difficult to find 
us as its not clear on the boundaries. 

POST001 Over CB24 5PF NO C With small business users at this address we would not be happy with 
any change that might increase the business rates or add to the 
overheads with a change of address, business cards, and updating 
customers/suppliers, etc. 

POST002 Willingham CB24 5JE NO C I feel moving the boundary which has been there for generations would I 
fear open the way for developing farming land into future building land. 
The existing boundary is the demarcation line for the extent of enlarging 
the village of Willingham and should therefore remain. 

POST003 Willingham CB24 5JE NO C I believe if the boundary was moved this would lead to an excuse to 
increase the village by extra building land. 

POST004 Over CB24 5PZ YES A The location of the businesses and dwellings that would be affected are 
clearly part of Willingham and use Willingham services. Historic 
boundaries should be updated to reflect the current interactions and 
village growth. 

POST005 Willingham CB24 5HF YES B   

POST006 Willingham CB24 5HF YES B   

POST007 Over CB24 5EU YES A Deliveries confused with Over Industrial Estate. Post code wrong, post 
not delivered, (see attached summons). 

POST008 Willingham CB24 5LE YES A   

POST009 Willingham CB24 5SX YES A  Over 450 electors from Over & Willingham parishes signed petition 
requestion boundary review. 25+ businesses employ 100 people at 
Highgate Farm. Often they experience difficulty receiving deliveries/postal 
probelms. Telecoms installs often take ten weeks as the business is in 
Over but the telephone service is in Willingham. Internet searches for 
some businesses shows them located in the middle of Over Fen and 
visitors drive into Over only to find they have to head back again. Some 
businesses assumed they were already in Willingham as the VOA state 
their addresses are such. Willingham Barns adds to the confusion as it is 
in Over. 
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POST010 Over CB24 5PF NO C At a time of heavy cutbacks in all Government depts we see no reason to 
incur an unneccessary expense on a village boundary change for the 
sake of change - with no real benefit to either village. 

POST011 Over CB24 5EU YES A As we are in Willingham it would be nice to be in its borders. 

POST012 Willingham CB24 5JX YES A Apologise for the enclosed letters for exceeding 100 words, but I believe 
they show a true and correct reason why we are seeking a boundary 
change. 

POST014 Over CB24 5HA YES B We would like to be part of a village properly as at the moment we count 
as Over but everything we do, friends, shops etc is all Willingham, We 
feel forgotten here by Over, just a small thing, Willinghjam drops a 
newsletter off, Over doesn’t even bother. 

POST015 Willingham CB24 5LW YES A I consider that boundaries should reflect present status of villages and not 
refer back to historic usage. The enterprises and community provision at 
Highgate Farm are clearly part of the village of Willingham. 

POST016 Willingham CB24 5HB NO C The boundary has been where it is for 100yrs. It does not need tyo be 
moved. There is no reason for it to be moved. 

POST017 Willingham CB24 5HB YES B   

POST018 Willingham CB24 5HD YES A   

POST019 Over CB24 5PG YES A   

POST020 Over CB24 5EU YES A As a resident and manager of a buisiness on Over Road it seems better 
for residents of Willingham to have their opinions heard about things 
happening at this end of Over Road which is essentially in Willingham. 
Just because a historical boundary is there it doesnt necessarily make it 
right or sensible. 
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POST021 Over CB24 5EU YES B This would potentially mean that a more permanent boundary in the form 
of a bypass for Willingham would be well sited once decided upon. In 
addition, moving the boundary will allow for speed limits to be considered 
at this entry point to Willingham as traffic volume and speeding are a 
concern. 

PRNEHGSI Over CB24 5TY YES B This appears logical as the properties affected appear to be part of 
Willingham. 

PUBKPWUS Willingham CB24 5JU YES A   

QOCCHRVG Over CB24 5TY NO A I feel that there is no need to waste public money on changing an existing 
boundary which will impact on very few people. 

QQFVUMFG Willingham CB24 5LD YES B   

QQZCJZBK Over CB24 5NQ NO -   

QZLBSUIX Willingham CB24 5LW YES B The blue boundary would seem to be the most logical though obviously 
dependent on the thoughts of the people who would now come under the 
Willingham Parish rather than Over Parish. 

RAKJXFQW Over CB24 5NJ YES B With the growth of Willingham in recent years, the current boundary 
seems out of place with the specification (4.4) that the parish boundary 
should represent "no-man's land between communities represented by 
areas of low population". The current boundary cuts through an area of 
high population visibly connected to the centre of Willingham. 

RAYALGNI Over CB24 5PA NO C The boundary has been established for 
hundreds of years. 

RESQVEKJ Willingham CB24 5HB YES B It does not make sense that Over PC can rule on planning on land which 
is to all intent a part of Willingham 

RJGBVDBZ Willingham CB24 5LH YES B I am hoping that any properties within either of the two proposed area 
have be consulted with on a more personal level. I do think that the 
properties within the proposed area changes do lie nearer to Willingham 
and a change does seem to be logical. 

RLZSJOIA Willingham CB24 5JT YES B Second proposal is the natural & logical parish boundary line. 
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RQBCTCNV Willingham CB24 5LS YES B   

RWYAAJNX Willingham CB24 5JB YES B I always thought the area in question was part of Willingham and was 
surprised to see that it’s classed as Over. I would recommend the 
boundary change to an area that keeps the two villages separate and 
easier for all to understand 

RYLLRVGY Over CB24 5QD NO C   

RZSRGFOB Over CB24 5NQ NO C   

SAHFEJPB Over CB24 5EU YES A As a Company working on the Highgate Farm site, until recently we were 
not aware that we weren't in Willingham. The VOA has us as located in 
Willingham; Royal Mail have us located in Willingham and our telephone 
number comes from the Willingham exchange. We suffer repeated 
difficulties with deliveries and visitors who often end up in Norman Way 
Ind Estate. A boundary move would make a considerable difference both 
logistically and economically preventing wasted journeys, time and 
money. With minimal disruption the move will affect very few Residents 
but will give great gains commercially. 

SBSBUJOX Willingham CB24 5HS YES B   

SBZHKTVZ Willingham CB24 5JX YES B   

SCBZAGBT Willingham CB24 5GX NO - It is not clear why the boundary should be moved at this time. I am 
concerned about what this means for planning of new developments on 
the land which would become part of Willingham particularly following the 
removal in November of trees and hedgerows in the fields between Rook 
Grove and Bourneys Manor Close. 

SFQJXDDV Willingham CB24 5JT YES A This is obviously the edge of the village. It is ridiculous to pretend that 
those buildings are in Over 

SHXHGGCP Willingham CB24 5JU YES A   

SOMVRUBQ Willingham CB24 5GX NO C Simply cannot believe the reasons stated for this proposed change. I 
believe there is another motive, namely paving the way for future housing 
development, which I do not support. 
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SQJJTPTB Willingham CB24 5HZ YES A   

SRICMZNW Willingham CB24 5JU YES B   

SXLWVOWZ Willingham CB24 5HG YES A   

TELSULGL Cambridge CB1 3TR YES A I was born and brought up near to this boundary and it would seem time 
to revisit the old 400 yr old boundary to take into account the growth of 
the village in this direction, it has always seemed odd that this part of the 
village is in Over when it is about 2 miles away! 

TEYVAUEP Willingham CB24 5JH NO C   

TFRHNFIY Willingham CB24 5HG NO - I do not see that current Willingham boundary is any less logical than the 
Longstanton boundary which borders the south of Willingham and yet it 
over 1 mile from Longstanton. There are very few properties in the 
proposed change area and I an concerned that changing parish so close 
to Willingham could introduce change of policy to areas already adjacent 
to the village. 

TNJNQMCV Willingham CB24 5LQ YES B I think the second proposed boundary is correct but certainly the first is a 
bare minimum. When you look at it on the map, you can really see how 
wrong the original boundary was and is disproportionately favourable to 
Over. 

TODCEYLB Over CB24 5PZ YES B The views of Cold Harbour Farm residents should be given decisive 
weight over the blue/green choice. In general terms a change is obvious 
and long overdue. 

TTDNWSPR Willingham CB24 5JT YES B Adjustment of the boundary is long overdue 

TWDWKIJH Willingham CB24 5LQ YES B   

TZOKBYSJ Over CB24 5PG NO A   

UHPRJNWU Willingham CB24 5HB NO A My objections are: 
Extending the boundary will enlarge Willingham and thereby encourage 
further building development. At present the area in question is not likely 
to become residential as it is the outer boundary for Over. 
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UIATIUXY Willingham CB24 5LB YES A The developments that are happening on the over/Willingham boundary 
affect Willingham far more that Over. Therefore it is right that Willingham 
should have a say in what is proposed 

UIEALHRO Willingham CB24 5HB YES B   

UJZKOLGR Over CB24 5QA YES B   

ULNIICGH Over CB24 5NH NO C   

UMAKOLFL Over CB24 5NE YES A Benefit of change to environment and Over residents: decrease in traffic 
passing  through Over due to Highgate Farm traffic misrouting through 
Over village. 

UUQQOFGX Willingham CB24 5JX YES A We used to live off over road anddelivery drivers found it very difficult 
tofind us and got confused with road signs. This was very frustrating 
having to chase delivery companies constantly. 

UVQSBWAF Willingham CB24 5LE YES  B It makes sense to me to change the boundary to include businesses and 
residents who are much nearer Willingham than Over and who mostly use 
Willingham facilities. 

UVWYOPIW Willingham CB24 5UX YES B   

UZPVZZQL Over CB24 5EU NO -   

VBCRSXFM Over CB24 5NE NO C   

VCAVLQDV Willingham CB24 5HT YES A Either boundary would be a vast improvement. 

VDVBLVQO Over CB24 5NP NO C I feel this is a waste of public money. All sorts of documentation/records 
would have to be changed for a few yards of ground. We need to be 
spending public money on people NOT lines on a map. Local people have 
a high standard of living compared with other parts of the U.K. I can see 
no reason to change the boundary that would improve the quality of life of 
local residents. We must be wise about spending local money on real 
areas of need. So this is why I do not support any changes to the 
boundary at this time. It is a luxury not a necessity. We should be 
concentrating local money on areas badly in need of resources eg: elderly 
care. 
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VEIGWLNK Willingham CB24 5LD YES B   

VESMZVID Willingham CB24 5JE YES A Hopefully the 30 mph speed limit on entry to Willingham will move in line 
with the new 'Green line' boundary 

VGKJSYAH Over CB24 5NJ YES B Either boundary line would be appropriate. 

VILOPEYT Over CB24 5NB NO C I think this is a cynical attempt to circumvent Over's current planning 
status as a group village and to access Willingham's status as a minor 
rural centre in order to increase development of Highgate 'Farm'! Over 
Parish Council has in the past, suggested that Willingham Parish Council 
be jointly consulted on development applications which may affect 
properties near the current boundary. We often receive mail here in Over 
for Willingham addresses and as mail for both villages is dealt with from 
Willingham sorting office, misdirected mail will not be a problem sorted by 
a boundary change. 

VJCLZHDR Over CB24 5PN YES A Moving the boundary would clarify responsibilities, make business  
deliveries & clients to our office at Highgate less likely to get lost; many 
head into Over first. The VOA even has our address as Over Road 
Willingham! If Willingham starts at Haden Way, why then does the sign for 
Over sit at the hill and not opposite the Willingham one? The boundary 
sign between Swavesey and Over is on the boundary line. Our work 
phone is a Willingham number, our post is delivered from Willingham, 
makes sense to therefore be IN Willingham! The loss of some residential 
voters will be more than compensated for by the current and proposed 
new builds in Over. 

VKNEIHGJ Over CB24 5NX NO C   

VLENECCF Willingham CB24 5JA YES A   

VMWZGWIY Willingham CB24 5LF YES A   

VOZGXSNL Willingham CB24 5HB YES A   
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VTVDREDL Willingham CB24 5HB YES B   

VWCVWLIG Willingham CB24 5GX NO C The reasons given for the proposed change are ludicrous. Can't believe 
this waste of time and money. The Parish Council is being duped. 

VXDYQENV Willingham CB24 5ES YES B   

WCVOFJHD Over CB24 5PL NO C No significant community benefit and costly to implement. 

WFZASWWX Over CB24 5ND NO -   

WJAPEXRD Over CB24 5NH NO C If it ain't broke, don't fix it. It's all about money grabbing 

WJTRVHZP Willingham CB24 5HY YES B It never occurred to me that Highgate Farm and Willingham Barns were 
not already part of Willingham 

WLNQFKTT Willingham CB24 5HZ YES B   

WMQOFPSF Over CB24 5PD NO -   

WOGMMCVO Over CB24 5PQ NO -   

WRFOMHMR Over CB24 5NE YES A   

WTTSTFKK Willingham CB24 5HB YES B It makes sense for the business close to Willingham to be in the 
Willingham Parish. The Willingham Parish Council could also be able to 
extend the 30MPH speed limit to the new boundary. 

WXKEGOVY Willingham CB24 5EU YES B Either of the new proposed boundaries lines appears ok. I would like this 
to go through as i understand this causes issues for companies on the 
'Willingham' business park. Furthermore I hope this will look to also 
amend the current speed limit of Over Road in the village of Willingham, 
as the 60mph to 30mph change is too close to the edge of the village 
boundary, resulting in many speeding vehicles close to residential 
houses, which is a real concern. 

XDJRUMLL Willingham CB24 5JB YES B   

XEDFSLVV Willingham CB24 5JT YES B   
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XIIAALMW Willingham CB24 5GX NO C This boundary change has nothing to do with letters being delivered and 
every thing to do with selling the land for housing,  currently the only 
access to this land is rook grove a private road, unless you change the 
boundary. Lets not lie that it's about Letters being delivered. 

XLQRQGQT Over CB24 5ND NO C   

XYDCTAWP Willingham CB24 5LD YES B   

XYGJOWZU Willingham CB24 5HB YES B I believe the second proposal to be most appropriate, makes common 
sense to have the boundary in the middle of the villages as each village 
will better maintain, care and make more appropriate decisions for what 
happens to best serve their village. Thank you for the opportunity to be 
involved. 

XYNMWMEG Willingham CB24 5HD YES A A logical change to the boundary bringing properties and businesses 
perceived as part of Willingham into Willingham. 

XZRSPRRZ Willingham CB24 5GX YES A   

XZSFICAX Over CB24 5TY NO B In these times of financial austerity this is an unnecessary exercise. If it 
goes through it will change and ancient boundary that has been in place 
for hundreds of years and all for what? 

YBBCOZOT Over CB24 5QA NO C The proposed move (either of them) seems entirely unnecessary. 

YFOSCTNM Over CB24 5PS YES B It is a natural break between dwellings and follows along the top of a low 
ridge between the villages. 

YNONQUUP Willingham CB24 5UR YES B I am not quite sure how the boundary lines affect the Cold harbour Farm 
but in view of Hayden Way residents it makes sense for the boundary to 
include all their houses. The P O agree I think. 

YPYVEZBQ Willingham CB24 5JT YES B Makes total sense - includes both the businesses at Highgate Farm and 
those at Coldharbour Farm in the village, and makes things a great deal 
easier for them. 

ZAVWSUCG Willingham CB24 5LH YES A   

ZBUIGGYL Over CB24 5PS YES - I have no preference for either of the options for the boundary change. 
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ZFLYJZFV Willingham CB24 5HG YES B   

ZMKNCQPD Over CB24 5EU YES B   

ZNXPRCKD Over CB24 5UB YES C   

ZVYROYHZ Over  CB24 5PY NO -   

 


